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The Researcher Lab - A lab section for researchers to give instructions to operators in 
the control center, and to record, observe, and analyse their actions and behavior.

The Control Room - a flexible shore control centre where a number of operators can 
monitor and control a fleet of autonomous ships, including milliAmpere2.

The Observation Room for developers, product owners, product managers, and other
stakeholders to observe experiments, field tests, and usability evaluations of different 
control room setups and user interface designs.

Autoferry Gemini - a ship simulator based on the open-source Gemini platform allows us  
to create challenging or high-risk scenarios where operators are stress tested and new 
use interfaces are evaluated without potential danger to the ship, crew and passengers, 
and equipment

The Mixed Reality Lab where physical designs of urban autonomous passenger ferries     
can be tested in a virtual environment.

Land-based Terminals for passengers, where different interaction concepts can be 
protoytped and tested. 

milliAmpere1/milliAmpere2 - two all-electric autonomous urban passenger ferries 
equipped with advanced sensors and equipment for autonomous navigation and for
providing the data necessary for giving operators superior situational awareness.

Scenario Builder - A software tool where different scenarios around the operation of
autonomous ferries can be built, utilizing the hardware in the control room. 

The NTNU Shore Control Lab is a flexible research infrastructure were remote 
monitoring and control of autonomous ships is developed and tested.
The infrastructure includes different physical setups and human-machine- and 
graphical user interfaces for remote control centers. The facilities also gives the 
lab several research possibilities outside of the maritime domain. 
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Assuring Trustworthy, Safe and Sustainable Transport for All

TRUSST  
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Alice tries the new autonomous ferry

Another day at the o
ce, Bob 
meets the new colleague Carol.  

Carol shares both her personal 
experience and her knowledge 
about the ferry with Bob. 

Bob gets slowly convinced to check 
out the new autonomous ferry 

She tells Bob about her experience 
and that she did not feel safe

Bob emphatizes with Alice, and is 
very skeptical towards the new 
ferry. 
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Have you tried the 
autonomous ferry?

I dont trust it...

Is it safe?

TRUSST 
 WP6 - Citizen Engagement
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The aim of this paper was to understand the consequences or implications 
of a human host on an UAF, and in what way a human host would shape 
the passengers’ perceived safety, trust, and convenience of UAFs.



The Case



21%  
Had tried an autono-
mous vehicle or vessel 
before. 41,7 years

Average age of the 
participants

15 participants

47,7% Women

53,3% Men

BUS as main mode of 
transportation

80% 
Very interested in the topic of 
“self-driving transport” 

15 min on average 
commuting time.

The Participants





WS1 - A WS1 - B VR FERRY WS 2

5 - Very important

4 - Important

3 - Neutral

2 - Slightly important

1 - Not at all        
     important

Don’t know

Not answered

Perceived importance of the onboard presence of a human host

Results
Quantitative



0 % 20 % 40 % 60 % 80 % 100 %

Dont know 1 - Strongly disagree 2 - Disagree 3 - Neutral 4 - Agree 5 - Strongly agree

It is important that there is a host on board in 
the evening / night

It is su�cient that the host is available on 
quay areas (but not neccessarily on the ferry)

There must be camera surveillance on board an UAF

Passengers must have access to an 
emergency button to be able to “stop” the UAF

Passengers must have access to a screen that allows 
communicating to the operator at the control centre that 
monitors the ferry 

I’m afraid someone might hack/ take control of the ferry if there is 
no host on board. 

It is important that passengers can easily report both small and 
large deviations

To what extent do you agree with the following statements?

Results
Quantitative



Results
Qualitative

1) Contextual and the environmental factors 
onboard and around the ferry and the need for 
resilience.

2) The importance of human host onboard to 
create social order in certain time windows.

3) The role of human host in emergency 
situations, rescue, and evacuation.

“safety for all”

“safe because of the short distance, and it is possi-
ble to see both the start and the end”

“social safety is important to prevent unsafe behaviour 
and it is situation-based, for example after a football 
match”

“one should be able to get help immediately and even 
with the possibility of pushing a button to get help, it is 
not clear how fast and how well you will be helped”.

“regarding strangers, it is possible to choose not to board 
the ferry if there are passengers acting out. The distance is 
also short”.

“a very good system would be needed onboard of the 
autonomous ferries to put out fire”.



4) The importance of technical and ad-hoc 
services offered by human host.

5) The need for gradual transition towards 
unmanned ferries.

6) The importance of information and transparency 
in transition towards unmanned ferries.

Results
Qualitative

“the human aspect must be in balance with 
the technical aspect”

“the ferry should have the possibility to be steered 
manually by a human host”

“the learning process for autonomous ferry is 
a long process for dangerous situations, and in 
the meantime, one wants to feel safe with a host 
onboard”.

“having sufficient information from people 
who have designed and made the system is 
very reassuring to know what is going on”.



Discussion and Conclusions
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